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WELCOME TO THE GREAT
NORTHERN CREATIVE EXPO
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I’m very excited to once again welcome you all to the 
sixth edition of The Great Northern Creative Expo. We
are delighted to offer both the general public and the
student base the opportunity to engage and be part of 
a unique event that has got bigger and better each year.

Last November, The Great Northern 
Creative Expo presented exciting 
premiere events from both established
and emerging talents. We were proud 
to host seasoned creative veterans 
including General Manager of BBC 
North Adrian Mills and Stanley Kubrick’s 
producer Jan Harlan, culminating in 
attendance figures exceeding 1500.

Now, we are proud to offer our most
comprehensive and diverse programme
of events ever, with over two hundred
hours presented as part of The Great
Northern Creative Expo 2019. We 
continue on in the spirit of the Expo’s
original founding principal of delivering
the best events across the creative 
industries in the North of England.

The Great Northern Creative Expo only
happens due to the generosity of our
principal sponsor, the University of 
Central Lancashire, alongside our other
partners. We also applaud the tireless 
efforts of our Expo team and this is 

the perfect opportunity to extend our 
heartfelt thanks to them all before you
delve into the programme, it truly is a
collaborative and creative effort.

ALAN KEEGAN DIRECTOR 
The Great Northern Creative Expo

For all enquiries, please email
tgncexpo@gmail.com
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The Faculty continues to be a leader in
creativity and innovation, winning the
Times Higher Education (THE) Award for
Excellence and Innovation in the Arts in
November 2018 for our on campus, 
not-for-profit publishing house, UCLan
Publishing; the only student-run publishing
house in the world. Our unique cJam
(Career Jamming) events also return this
year with an expanded programme after
being nominated for the Student 
Experience Award at the annual Educate
North Awards & Conference in April 2019.

This year’s Expo is a truly international
event as we welcome films from over
thirty countries across the world, as 

well as opening our doors to many 
international figures and guests to join
our celebration of culture and creativity. 
It is an event which gives our students a
fabulous opportunity to demonstrate
their talents to an international audience
and in this Expo we celebrate the 
relationship between students and 
professionals.

On behalf of everyone within the 
Faculty, I invite you to celebrate with us.
Be creative, be innovative, be ambitious. 
Listen, watch, participate and learn. 
Most of all, enjoy!

JANE ANTHONY
EXECUTIVE DEAN
Faculty of Culture and 
the Creative Industries

I take great pleasure in welcoming you to The Great Northern Creative Expo 2019, in 
partnership with the University of Central Lancashire’s Faculty of Culture and the Creative
Industries. We take great pride in offering our visitors and audiences a rich and diverse 
selection of events including exciting film screenings, unique masterclass experiences, 
informative lecture symposiums, vibrant exhibitions and much more!

A Message from 
Jane Anthony

Thanks must go to Jane Anthony, Dr Andrew Ireland, 
Dr Andrew Churchill, and Mick Gornall. Special thanks to
Richard Albiston, Bill McCoid, Maggie Maclean, Louise 
Nelson, Debbie Dearnley, John van Aitken & Paul Greene
for their continuous support and hard work. We would
also like to thank; Joanne Albiston, David Alker, Toni 
Bellamy, Amy Blyth, Ric Brame, Dr. Gary Bratchford, 
Andrew Broadey, Margaret Burke, Bev Bush, Tania
Callagher, Jodie Camp, Ian Crook, Jo Crossley, Rhoda Daly,
Anna Debbage, Ed Greenberg, Toby Gregory, Rob Griffiths,

John Holloway, Phil Holmes, Lisa Irvine, Kirsty Kirnon,
Mandy Langton, Craig Lawrenson, Stephen Lawson, Adam
Mead, Suzanne McCoid, David Macintosh, Lucy Elizabeth
Nicholson, Thomas O’Boyle, Paresh Parmer, Elizabeth 
Pickstock, Prof Robert Poole, Vicky Prendergast, Sheridan
Rawlings, Hugh Roberts, Dr John David Rutter, Geoff 
Senior, Linda Sever, Steve Simm, Emma Speed, Matt Steele,
Melinda Tan, Amy-Louise Thompson, Dr Keith Vernon,
Peter Wobser and Feixia Yu and all of our colleagues in 
the Faculty of Culture and the Creative Industries.

THE GREAT NORTHERN CREATIVE EXPO
WOULD LIKE TO THANK... 
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Think creativity won’t get
you a job? Think again…

THE UK
CREATIVE
INDUSTRIES

THE UK
CREATIVE
ECONOMY
2018

THE UK
CREATIVE
INDUSTRIES
SERVICE
EXPORTS

The creative 
economy accounts
for 36,000 jobs in 
Lancashire*

There are over 
4,500 enterprises
in Lancashire’s 
creative economy*

Employment in the 
creative industries has
increased by 18% in the
North West since 2011*

The UK’s creative industries could 
be worth £128.4 billion to the UK 
economy by 2025 and help to create
up to 1 million new jobs by 2030*
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*According to Creative Lancashire, Department of Digital, Culture, Media, and Sport (DCMS), UK Trade and Investment, gov.uk and Manchester Evening News.

The creative ivdustries earn £10.4m every hour for the UK. 
Find out more about this fast-growing sector at www.thecreativeindustries.co.uk

https://twitter.com/TGNCExpo
https://www.facebook.com/TGNCExpo/
https://www.instagram.com/tgncexpo/
https://tgnce.co.uk/
https://www.thecreativeindustries.co.uk


Preston City 
Campus
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VENUES
Our events take place in 
various venues across the 
Preston Campus of the 
University of Central Lancashire
(UCLan). Every venue is fully
wheelchair accessible.

THE MEDIA FACTORY 
(FULLY ACCESSIBLE)
The central venue for The Great Northern
Creative Expo, the Media Factory is a 
fully equipped, state-of-theart building
dedicated to providing realistic exposure
to the media world.

PR1 GALLERY - 
VICTORIA BUILDING
(FULLY ACCESSIBLE)
The gallery is set across two levels; the
ground floor and the mezzanine. The
gallery is open weekdays during office
hours and only occasional weekends.

HANOVER PROJECT -
HANOVER BUILDING
(FULLY ACCESSIBLE)
Hanover Project is a brand new 
contemporary art gallery open to members
of the public, staff and students from
9am-5pm Monday to Friday.

OASIS FAITH AND
SPIRITUALITY CENTRE 
(FULLY ACCESSIBLE)
The Oasis Faith and Spirituality Centre 
exists to encourage people in the pursuit
and development of their faith, and to
promote understanding and respect
amongst members of all faiths and none.

LIVESEY HOUSE
(FULLY ACCESSIBLE)
Named in honour of Joseph Livesey of
Preston, Livesey House is one of the 
closest University buildings to the city
centre. The exhibition space is open to
visitors 10am-5pm Monday to Friday.

PARKING
Daytime weekday parking - visitors 
attending University events on weekdays
during daytime hours are advised to use
public transport or the following nearby
public pay and display car parks: Walker
Street car park, 3050 North Street, 
Preston PR1 2HF & Hill Street car park,
Hill Street, Preston PR1 2BB.

Evening and weekend parking - visitors
attending University events taking place
at the weekend or in the evening (after
6.00pm) can park free of charge for the
duration of the event on any University
car park and do not require a permit to
be on display. We also have disabled
parking bays available for Blue Badge
holders.
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OASIS FAITH AND
SPIRITUALITY CENTRE

HANOVER PROJECT -
HANOVER BUILDING

PR1 GALLERY - 
VICTORIA BUILDING

THE MEDIA FACTORY 

LIVESEY HOUSE

For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19
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INTERPRETERS
Our live events can be Sign-Language interpreted by us, but this must 
be booked in advance. Please let us know if you require this service for 
an event you are visiting with a minimum of ten working days notice to 
ensure we are able to assist you. To book or for more information, 
please email us at tgncexpo@gmail.com

HEARING LOOPS & SUBTITLED SCREENINGS
Hearing Loops systems are installed throughout the Media Factory. Fully 
subtitled reels are available across all genres of the Official Competition
screenings. These screenings are specially curated for anyone with hearing
difficulties. Please look out for the subtitle symbol listed on the film 
schedule. Foreign language films are also presented with English subtitles
and are clearly marked.

This programme is subject to change at any time. For up-to-date 
information, please visit www.tgnce.co.uk and social media sites.

Information on disabled access to our venues 
is listed through our partner AccessAble. 

The University of Central Lancashire (UCLan) is delighted to be working
with AccessAble to ensure that all our prospective and current 
students, staff and visitors have clear information on the accessibility 
of our buildings. For the full guide, please visit, accessable.co.uk/
organisations/university-of-central-lancashire/access_guides
Guide dogs and assistance dogs are very welcome to attend events
with you. Please let us know in advance if you are a wheelchair user,
are booking on behalf of a wheelchair user or bringing an
assistance/guide dog so that we can adjust our capacity and 
ensure the space is reserved.To book or for more information, 
please email us at tgncexpo@gmail.com

VENUE ACCESS
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Alan Keegan - Expo Director Richard Albiston - Expo Creative Producer Louise Nelson - Expo Programmer

Debbie Dearnley - Expo Programmer Maggie Maclean - Expo Coordinator

Bill McCoid - Founder Write On John van Aitken - Academic Group 
Lead - Media (UCLan)

Mark Gill - Head of the Official 
Selection Jury

MEET THE TEAM
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Great news!
Every event included in The Great Northern 
Creative Expo is free to attend! However, there
are limited spaces available for central events.
We have partnered with Eventbrite so you 
can be guaranteed a place at the events you
most want to see. Tickets are allocated on a
first-come, first-served basis, so head over to
http://tgnce.eventbrite.com to secure your
place now!

RATINGS & CONTENT WARNINGS
Some films contain flashing images, which may cause problems
for some viewers with photosensitive epilepsy.

Most films in our Official Selection are suitable for viewers over
12 years of age, but some may be rated for audiences over 
16 years of age. Please consult the programme listings for 
details. All children under the age of 16 must be accompanied
by a responsible adult.

Some feature films contain scenes or themes that some viewers
may find upsetting or distressing, these films are clearly marked
as suitable for viewers aged 15 or 18 or above. Where a film 
has received an official BBFC certificate, it will be presented
alongside its listing in this brochure and on our website.

YOUR TICKETS

For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19

https://twitter.com/TGNCExpo
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The new facilities would attract and retain
new talent and create a cutting-edge 
environment that showcases UCLan’s key
principles of openness, transparency and
accessibility, whilst developing a skilled
workforce which meets local, national
and international needs.

Over the course of the last three years 
the University has succeeded in creating
two £8.15million social spaces for staff
and students, one £1.5million multifaith
centre named Oasis and a £35million 
Engineering Innovation Centre.

Now we are challenged with the final and
most significant phase of transforming
our campus: a £57million Student Centre
and square alongside a redevelopment 
of the highways and local public realm.
Find out more about these exciting
changes to the University Campus, how
we are investing our money, what the
final product will be and the journey we
are embarking on to in our endeavour to
create a world-class campus in the heart
of Preston at uclanmasterplan.co.uk
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In 2015, the University of Central Lancashire (UCLan) announced its 
intention to create historic and transformational change at its Preston
Campus through a £200 million Campus Masterplan development.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

https://uclanmasterplan.co.uk/
https://uclanmasterplan.co.uk/


What’s On
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Monday
Brilliant Business Ideas - Propeller Workshop

Opening Ceremony

TGNCE Official Selection Film Screenings

Opening Night - Gala Showcase

UCLan Dance in Conversation… - Consultation Evening

Tuesday
Adaptations/Short Story - Masterclass

TGNCE Official Selection Film Screenings

How to Network Like a Pro - Propeller Workshop

LuneTube Documentary - Masterclass

Some Kind of Love - Film Screening

Chinese Tea Tasting - Cultural Experience

Propeller Networking Event

From Script to Screen - Film Showcase

Not Quite Hollywood - Feature Documentary Screening

Mad Max - 50/40/30/20 Film Screening

Wednesday
Life Hacks - Propeller Workshop

Critical Lens Academic Conference

Creative Prayer - Cultural Experience

TGNCE Official Selection Film Screenings

Healthy Aging with Qigong Practise - Cultural Experience

Burn Hollywood Burn - Film Screening

The Will Onda Exhibition

Short Story Performance and Launch

Sometimes Always Never - Film Screening

Communion - 50/40/30/20 Film Screening

Holocaust Exhibitions

MA Photography Degree Show Exhibition Preview

Thursday
The Film Hub Networking Event

Elevator Pitching - Propeller Workshop

Writing Radio Drama - Masterclass

TGNCE Official Selection Film Screenings

Chinese Calligraphy - Workshop

Going AWOL: Starting your Creative Journey - Workshop

Development to Distribution: Your Films Potential
- Masterclass

Dan Leno: A Royal Jester - Live Performance

First Year Showcase - Film Showcase

The Haunting of Hill House - Film Screening

Yesterday I Didn’t Want to be a Giraffe, Now I Do
- Dance Lecture

Peterloo: The Graphic Novel - Book Signing

In Dreams - 50/40/30/20 Film Screening

MA Photography Degree Show Exhibition

Holocaust Exhibitions

Friday
cJAM: Media

Creating a Business Model - Propeller Workshop

TGNCE Official Selection Film Screenings

Chinese Calligraphy - Workshop

Easy Rider - 50/40/30/20

MA Photography Degree Show Exhibition

Holocaust Exhibitions

Saturday
The Art School Gallery Conference

Women in Games Careers Conference

TGNCE Official Selection Film Screenings

For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19
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ANIMATION
Monday 18:50
Wednesday 13:35
Friday 11:20
Saturday 11:10

DOCUMENTARY/NON-FICTION - Set 1
Tuesday 11:10
Thursday 11:00
Friday 12:50

DOCUMENTARY/NON-FICTION - Set 2
Monday 17:00
Wednesday 15:40
Friday 18:50
Saturday 12:40

DOCUMENTARY/NON-FICTION - Set 3
Wednesday 10:00
Thursday 12:25
Friday 16:25
Saturday 15:45

FICTION: COMEDY - Set 1
Monday 16:00
Tuesday 17:00
Thursday 17:00
Saturday 13:45

FICTION: COMEDY - Set 2
Tuesday 10:00
Wednesday 12:25
Friday 14:15

FICTION: DRAMA/OTHER - Set 1
Tuesday 12:35
Wednesday 11:15
Friday 17:40
Saturday 10:00

FICTION: DRAMA/OTHER - Set 2 
Monday 19:35
Wednesday 14:20
Friday 10:00

FICTION: DRAMA/OTHER - Set 3
Monday 15:00
Thursday 10:00
Friday 15:25
Saturday 14:45

FICTION: DRAMA/OTHER - Set 4
Tuesday 16:00
Wednesday 18:00
Friday 19:55

FICTION: DRAMA/OTHER - Set 5
Tuesday 1 9:00
Wednesday 16:45
Thursday 18:00

MUSIC VIDEO
Monday 18:05
Tuesday 20:15
Friday 12:05
Saturday 11:55

SHOWING TIMES
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Monday 18 November – Saturday 23 November, Soundstage, Media Factory (ME210)



THE GREAT NORTHERN CREATIVE EXPO 
OFFICIAL SELECTION 2019

We are proud to present the Official Selection for our 
2019 programme, the largest and most diverse selection 

we have ever included in the Expo. We have multiple genres 
for you to enjoy, animation, documentary/non-fiction, 

fiction - comedy, fiction - drama/other and music video.

The selection includes films from over thirty countries 
around the world with more filmmakers from minority 

backgrounds represented than ever before.
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Rated 

Animation offers a new way of looking 
at the world around us, exploring new
techniques, gripping narratives and 
individual perspectives.

OFFICIAL SELECTION

ANIMATION

TITLE Sherman McGoat
DIRECTOR Kate Muldowney
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2018 DURATION 5:13
DESCRIPTION With help from his wise mole neighbour, Sherman
McGoat goes on a journey of self discovery. Stepping out of his
comfortable field, following his nose into the unknown.

TITLE Kokosmos
DIRECTOR Anna Radchenko
COUNTRY RUSSIA YEAR 2018 DURATION 2:00
DESCRIPTION Kokosmos is a tribute to Russia’s infatuation with
space. It embraces reality and extends it through magical realism 
by visually answering the question: what if?

TITLE Temptation of Saint Francis
DIRECTOR Johnnie Semerad
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2018 DURATION 6:02
DESCRIPTION Two ill matched garden statues fall in love in this
animated exploration of the battle between spiritual enlightenment
and physical desires that we all go through.

TITLE A Scribbled Memory
DIRECTOR Bhulla Beghal
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2018 DURATION 1:00
DESCRIPTION We all have demons following us around. 
In the case of this anonymous individual, his demon is a lack of
emotion.This serves as a visual element to him and the story -
messy, tangled and abstract.

TITLE iRony
DIRECTOR Radheya Jegatheva
COUNTRY Australia YEAR 2018 DURATION 7:53
DESCRIPTION A film that explores the relationship between 
man and technology...told from the perspective of a phone.
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TITLE Cazando Gamusinos
DIRECTOR Silvia Mañes Velasco
COUNTRY Spain YEAR 2019 DURATION 5:27
DESCRIPTION Humans possess a totem that gives them control
of their imagination. When a gamusino steals Ruben’s totem, his
son Hugo goes on a quest and will confront the creature to restore
his father's vitality.

TITLE Light in Deep
DIRECTOR Sunyoung Du
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 4:15
DESCRIPTION Inspired by a true story, there is a girl who has a
trauma from the memory of her past. She is on board to follow 
her friend through where she lost her, the deep sea.

TITLE Blue and Curt
DIRECTOR Jesse Cote
COUNTRY Canada YEAR 2019 DURATION 1:16
DESCRIPTION A stubborn little monster named Curt receives
some advice from a clever little bird named Blue.

TITLE Icons
DIRECTOR Ronnie Cramer
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2018 DURATION 5:10
DESCRIPTION Five hundred years of world art in five minutes,
featuring three dozen iconic works rendered with nylon-tip pen
and animated old school style.Made up of 2,500 individual 
drawings, with a musical soundtrack created by the artist.

TITLE The Velvet Abstract
DIRECTOR James Hughes
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2017 DURATION 7:04
DESCRIPTION A short film about the environmental age from 
a team spanning six continents.
Edited by Academy Award nominee Patrick J Don Vito.
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From stories on a global scale to a local
stage, documentaries have the power to
change the world.

TITLE Mointal Ranger
DIRECTOR Ansiqi Li
COUNTRY China YEAR 2019 DURATION 16:09
DESCRIPTION The story of a Chinese Russian ranger who is
using his lifetime to guard the forest in the frontier of China and
Kazakhstan.

TITLE Plant Some Trees and Go From There
DIRECTOR Thomas Regnault
COUNTRY France YEAR 2019 DURATION 2:58
DESCRIPTION Forest-gardening through the work of Martin
Crawford makes the case for resilient food production systems
based on trees and other perennial plants.

TITLE Humanitarian
DIRECTOR Erick Fix
COUNTRY Jordan YEAR 2018 DURATION 30:00
DESCRIPTION We follow Julia and Hassan, Jordanian aid workers
who have been working with Syrian refugees since the beginning
of the crisis.

TITLE Saved - Escape from Kim's Regime
DIRECTOR Thea Elisabeth Haavet
COUNTRY Norway YEAR 2019 DURATION 19:33
DESCRIPTION We follow the stories of refugees from North
Korea as well as the human rights activist Tim Peters - who for two
decades has worked to save as many escapees as possible through
the Underground Railroad.

TITLE Portraits of Zanzibari Women
DIRECTOR Deniz Bagriacik
COUNTRY Turkey YEAR 2019 DURATION 13:43
DESCRIPTION A documentary about 7 mothers from Zanzibar
who sent their kids to an orphanage in Dar es Salaam due to 
financial and educational deficiencies.

OFFICIAL SELECTION

DOCUMENTARY/
NON-FICTION  
SET 1 Rated
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OFFICIAL SELECTION

DOCUMENTARY/
NON-FICTION  
SET 2 TITLE The Mentor

DIRECTOR Daniel Holz
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 11:34
DESCRIPTION In an emotional and powerful act of closure, 
professional climber Marcus Garcia reflects on the accident that
took him a decade to talk about—and climbs the route that took
his mentor’s life.

TITLE Montana’s Monastery - Contemplative by Nature
DIRECTOR Julie McElmurry
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 23:20
DESCRIPTION In Great Falls, Montana is a small community of
women living in the 800 year old tradition of St. Clare of Assisi.

TITLE Bunny
DIRECTOR Hunter Ray Barker
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 13:30
DESCRIPTION She’s an actress, she’s a sex symbol, she’s a 
superstar, she’s my mother. Sandie "The Goddess Bunny" Crisp 
is the last truly glamorous star left in Hollywood...

TITLE Benjy
DIRECTOR Andrius Zukas
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 7:20
DESCRIPTION This film focuses on a quirky character – Benjy. 
He loves rock climbing and being in nature. He was brought to 
it since he was a child, and now it’s part of his job as a member 
of RSPB.

TITLE A Passion of Gold and Fire
DIRECTOR Pins Sébastien
COUNTRY Belgium YEAR 2016 DURATION 6:05
DESCRIPTION A beekeeper shares his worries about the future
of his apiary school. A passion of gold and fire which definitely
helps our environment to keep on living.

Rated 
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TITLE Butchers Kill Lambs
DIRECTOR Paul O’Brien
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 6:03
DESCRIPTION The story of John Breads’ attempted murder of
James Lamb in Rye in 1742. Locals recount from memory, with
some prompting, this tale of mistaken identity by playing out the
infamous scenes.

TITLE Creation
DIRECTOR Marcelle Abela
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 6:48
DESCRIPTION Award-winning poetic experimental short film
about the conflicting nature of creation.

TITLE The Childhood Home
DIRECTOR Roland Persson
COUNTRY Sweden YEAR 2018 DURATION 23:40
DESCRIPTION Our memories of someone fade with time. If no
one keep those memories alive, we lose a part of ourselves. Arne
was born in 1925 in a small farm house. He was never famous and
soon he will be forgotten.

TITLE Occupying the Hulme Hippodrome
DIRECTOR Dean Cooper (aka vj decoder)
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 12:06
DESCRIPTION A short film about an old abandoned Music Hall
Theatre in Hulme Manchester, a building thats recent history is just
as fascinating as its distant past.

TITLE African Drivers “Lion Lights Story”
DIRECTOR Hector Salgado
COUNTRY Mexico YEAR 2019 DURATION 25:00
DESCRIPTION This Documentary talks about the Maasais 
community and a 13 year old boy inventor of Lion lights, how 
he change the effort to conserve the wildlife and the landscape.
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OFFICIAL SELECTION

DOCUMENTARY/
NON-FICTION  
SET 3 Rated 



Everyone likes a good laugh, whether it is
slapstick or pitch-black humour this genre
really has something for everyone.

OFFICIAL SELECTION

FICTION - 
COMEDY SET 1

TITLE How it Feels to be Hungover
DIRECTOR Viktor Hertz
COUNTRY Sweden YEAR 2018 DURATION 10:00
DESCRIPTION A man wakes up at a clinic specialised in 
malignant hangovers. The doctor prescribes 600 ml of ice cream
and two action comedies, but also shares some news, which 
doesn't make him feel any better…

TITLE For the Love of the Drub
DIRECTOR Indus Alelia
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2018 DURATION 7:27
DESCRIPTION Priscilla and Chester prepare for a big match in 
an unusual sport.

TITLE BESTIE
DIRECTOR Leila Ben-Abdallah
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 14:30
DESCRIPTION Sometimes all you need is The One.

TITLE Lysistrata 2.0
DIRECTOR Kai Soremekun
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 3:53
DESCRIPTION It’s time for a revolution! In the bedroom and at
the polls. When low voter turnout threatens to weaken democracy,
women everywhere take matters into their own hands and go on 
a sex strike.

TITLE I’ve Had Enough!
DIRECTOR John M. Keller
COUNTRY France YEAR 2019 DURATION 24:59
DESCRIPTION In an era of yellow vests (les gilets jaunes), a
prominent TV journalist quits live on air. She retreats to an 
abandoned village in Southern France where she joins a strange
workshop full of people all learning how to protest, French-style.
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TITLE Flatshare
DIRECTOR Grant Taylor
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 15:00
DESCRIPTION LGBTQ+ comedy drama following the 
complicated lives of four housemates living in a rented apartment
in Peckham.

TITLE Ham on White
DIRECTOR Zachary Warner
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 4:10
DESCRIPTION To win back his ex, a man spends his day at a 
deli shop ordering ham on white sandwiches.

TITLE The Bee
DIRECTOR Sam Rocco
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 13:35
DESCRIPTION Fed up with the violence and bullying in her city,
Sydney dresses up like a bee to fight crime, but to reach her full
potential she must first overcome a tragic event from her past.

TITLE Diane Keaton
DIRECTOR Georgia Michailidi
COUNTRY Greece YEAR 2019 DURATION 16:31
DESCRIPTION Anastasia works. She works hard. Odysseas is 
trying to become a writer. He is hardly trying. When Odysseas 
refuses to fix the leaking sink Anastasia will have one more reason
to rethink their relationship.

TITLE Press 1 for Redemption
DIRECTOR Max Ward
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 18:00
DESCRIPTION Jack has only one day left to return a gift from 
his ex-girlfriend, but customer service won’t back down without 
a fight.
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FICTION - 
COMEDY SET 2
Rated 



TITLE The Role of a Lifetime
DIRECTOR Marc Saez
COUNTRY France YEAR 2019 DURATION 13:56
DESCRIPTION A man, a woman, a payback.

TITLE The Burning Red
DIRECTOR Fabrizio Ancillai
COUNTRY Italy YEAR 2019 DURATION 15:00
DESCRIPTION The thematics of violence against women and 
its different facets and implications through the love story of two
people who, separately and each one from its own point of view,
tell us their last evening together.

TITLE Exposure
DIRECTOR J.D. Funari
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2018 DURATION 17:57
DESCRIPTION As a young couple fights for survival in the harsh
California desert, they confront the choices that brought them to 
a crossroads in their relationship.

TITLE Non è vero
DIRECTOR Sergiy Pudich
COUNTRY Ukraine YEAR 2019 DURATION 7:12
DESCRIPTION A small girl bored while staying alone with her
busy Grandpa in his house. She tries in any possible ways to grab
his attention, but something goes wrong...

TITLE A Medicine for the Mind
DIRECTOR David Xarach
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 14:06
DESCRIPTION A new experimental drug for Alzheimer's, 
gifts 65 year old Sandra Carter, a new opportunity in life - and 
unexpected new abilities.
Starring Academy Award nominee Sally Kirkland.
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genre, short films to take us away to 
another time or place and get lost in 
the world that has been created.
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OFFICIAL SELECTION

FICTION - 
DRAMA/OTHER
SET 2 TITLE No Getting Away

DIRECTOR Dan Walls
COUNTRY Australia YEAR 2019 DURATION 13:45
DESCRIPTION Two weary parents take a weekend break in the
country with their newborn. They soon find that getting away 
from it all is not going to be easy when one of them vanish.

TITLE Intimate Fears
DIRECTOR Tina Korki
COUNTRY Canada YEAR 2018 DURATION 14:46
DESCRIPTION Having difficulty maintaining sexual relationships,
Eve lets her best friend connect her with a newly certified sex
coach. In the sessions that follow, Eve is forced to confront her
dark and secretive past.

TITLE Dead Air
DIRECTOR Matt Sullivan
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 15:49
DESCRIPTION It's Halloween night at WRXN 101.5FM and DJ
Mickey Monstro has some tricks up his sleeve for his ghoulish 
listeners. Turn on. Tune in. Drop dead.

TITLE Stragglers
DIRECTOR Steven Hutchinson
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 19:59
DESCRIPTION During a modern civil war in the United Kingdom,
a small group of refugees, nicknamed ‘stragglers’ journey across
the country to escape the war led by Howell, a frustrated and bitter
people smuggler.

TITLE Triskelion
DIRECTOR Stuart T Birchall
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 13:31
DESCRIPTION Three realities spiral as a woman sacrifices 
everything attempting to escape the labyrinth, fighting to become
the master of her consciousness.
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TITLE Magic Paper Man
DIRECTOR Bryan Corteen
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 10:00
DESCRIPTION Two lonely souls; a homeless man and a widowed
librarian embark on an unlikely friendship with a little help from a
paper swan, a Jammie Dodger and a Pam Ayres poem.

TITLE Flamboyanes
DIRECTOR Javier Montes d’Arce
COUNTRY Mexico YEAR 2019 DURATION 7:43
DESCRIPTION Mateo, an 83-year-old man lives in a town and has
refused to speak. Immersed in his silence and isolated from the world
he navigates between reality and fantasy, mixing stories stored in the
memory of the heart with the person with whom he has shared his life.

TITLE MIRROR IMAGE
DIRECTOR Linda Shayne
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 9:01
DESCRIPTION Identical twins, recruited for the Defense 
Intelligence Agency (DIA), must first overcome an unexpected 
challenge set forth by the Special Agent in charge and yet, 
something more dangerous will ultimately occur.

TITLE ONE NINE THREE
DIRECTOR Ashley Price
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 8:46
DESCRIPTION An alcoholic actor struggles with his sobriety
when a bottle is left in his dressing room.

TITLE White Pebble
DIRECTOR Dilip V. Sood
COUNTRY India YEAR 2019 DURATION 19:35
DESCRIPTION In a remote village, every weekend 6 year old 
'Titli' waits for her friend 'Bishnu' who travels with his father from 
a city far away, to come to the village where they have a home.
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TITLE Two Sides
DIRECTOR Michael Gamarano Singleton
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2018 DURATION 9:57
DESCRIPTION Two Sides explores the lives of Ali, an emerging
property developer, and Ryan, a struggling electrician fallen on
hard times. When their worlds intertwine, Ali is left with a new 
perspective.

TITLE Burying Mitchell
DIRECTOR Sam Williamson
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2018 DURATION 22:37
DESCRIPTION Having loved and lost the same man, two women
meet at the funeral of their ex-husband for the first time to settle a
$1M life insurance policy. Working together they put their past in
the ground once and for all.

TITLE Open
DIRECTOR Victor Solé
COUNTRY Spain YEAR 2019 DURATION 14:13
DESCRIPTION A couple's tranquil weariness is broken when 
they receive some videos via the internet in which they end up
playing the lead roles.

TITLE Sunder
DIRECTOR Spencer Hetherington
COUNTRY Canada YEAR 2019 DURATION 3:45
DESCRIPTION Torn in two, a young man struggles to reconcile
his doubt with his faith.

TITLE Azadeh
DIRECTOR Mirabbas Khosravinezhad
COUNTRY Iran YEAR 2019 DURATION 9:30
DESCRIPTION Azadeh living in the village with her family, she
wants to go to the city to see her father for the last time, but her
mother and brother won't allow her…
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TITLE Gift
DIRECTOR Lili Vajda
COUNTRY Hungary YEAR 2019 DURATION 11:00
DESCRIPTION A young woman is seen approaching a house.
The clock chimes six, and the house’s occupant stands to look out
the window. She spots a woman watching her. What unfolds next,
no-one could have predicted…

TITLE Genesis
DIRECTOR Austin DeShayes
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2018 DURATION 7:37
DESCRIPTION A Native American priestess searches for purpose
on her coming-of-age spirit quest. Along her journey, she discovers
the ruins of human civilization - and what lives inside.

TITLE The Road Less Traveled
DIRECTOR Lindsay Barrasse
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2018 DURATION 12:00
DESCRIPTION On a lonely country road a classic muscle car
screeches down blacktop to an unknown destination. A man 
drives along, carefree and unhurried… If only his passenger felt 
the same way.

TITLE Chateau Sauvignon: terroir
DIRECTOR D.M. Night Maire
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2015 DURATION 13:10
DESCRIPTION The story of an isolated adolescent son of a 
storied vintner family who finds himself torn between obeying his
father’s callous restrictions and preventing his ailing mother from
deteriorating further.

TITLE Still Young
DIRECTOR Marcos Spalding
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 28:09
DESCRIPTION Corporal James Shepard returns from Iraq, riddled
with guilt from the death of his life long friend. He meets Ruben, the
son of his departed friend but tensions rise when Ruben begins to
resent James for withholding the true nature of his father's death.
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An intensely collaborative effort, 
involving every aspect of picture-making
but with the volume turned up!

OFFICIAL SELECTION

MUSIC VIDEO

TITLE Kiss Me Malibu
DIRECTOR Mikel Arraiz
COUNTRY Spain YEAR 2019 DURATION 4:18
DESCRIPTION Horror-comedy film about the insecurities and
overthinking that TV shows, religion, culture and belief systems 
create in us during malefemale relationships and in courtship.

TITLE Discothoughts (Discogedanken)
DIRECTOR Jonas Baumann
COUNTRY Switzerland YEAR 2018 DURATION 5:03
DESCRIPTION Animated Music Video For Klaus Johann Grobe.

TITLE Falling Through The Cracks
DIRECTOR Valerie Rinder
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 3:00
DESCRIPTION A music video from Valerie Rinder.

TITLE Opium
DIRECTOR Ashok Meena
COUNTRY India YEAR 2019 DURATION 5:03
DESCRIPTION An eccentric mix of fear, love, faith, anger, 
laughter, happiness and sadness is all brought together through 
interplay of stories and the make believe world of their fabled 
characters.

TITLE Caribù
DIRECTOR Luca Brusa
COUNTRY Italy YEAR 2019 DURATION 3:10
DESCRIPTION Streams of sensations and memories in 
movement. Music video of Kajar project.
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TITLE Tudo Bom
DIRECTOR Carlos Lopez Estrada
COUNTRY Israel YEAR 2019 DURATION 4:17
DESCRIPTION A young boy teaches Static & Ben'el how to
spread their music across the world and universe.

TITLE OUTSIDE
DIRECTOR Jeffrey Palmerr
COUNTRY USA YEAR 2019 DURATION 4:30
DESCRIPTION Touching on salient themes of gun violence, 
psychological trauma, and racial identity, OUTSIDE is a 
“nightmarish mirror reflecting our troubled times.”

TITLE ANEMOIA
DIRECTOR Peter Pahor
COUNTRY UK YEAR 2019 DURATION 5:06
DESCRIPTION Two old friends meet in a rehearsal room to play
together one last time while an old millennial instagram influencer
releases an interview about how she used the social media in her
young age.

TITLE Little Lamb
DIRECTOR Daniele Gangemi
COUNTRY Italy YEAR 2019 DURATION 3:22
DESCRIPTION A music video by Daniele Gangemi.

TITLE LINOLEUM
DIRECTOR Niki Noves
COUNTRY France YEAR 2019 DURATION 5:50
DESCRIPTION In a dark room, we find two men forehead to
forehead, sitting on the floor, heads connected by a helmet with
an organic look. In parallel in a sanitised white space, these two
men face each other at a distance.
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MONDAY 18 NOVEMBER

PRESENTED BY
Jane Anthony - Executive Dean 
for the Faculty of Culture and the 
Creative Industries 
Andrew Ireland - Pro Vice Chancellor 
for Digital & Creative Industries
Richard Albiston - Creative Producer of
The Great Northern Creative Expo

GUEST SPEAKER The Right Worshipful
Mayor of Preston, David Borrow

Creative Innovation Zone, 
Media Factory

12pm

3 hours

Invitation Only

Opening the sixth edition of The Great
Northern Creative Expo in the Creative 
Innovation Zone will be the right 
Worshipful Mayor of Preston, David 
Borrow. The opening is hosted by the
Faculty of Culture and the Creative 
Industries Executive Dean, Jane Anthony.
Music and entertainment will be provided
by the UCLan Confucius Institute before
and exclusive screening of UCLan's
unique collaboration with ITV, Soap in a
Week, pioneered by Alan Keegan and
Emma Speed.

The screening is followed by a drinks 
reception, where film delegates will have
the opportunity to meet with the Expo
team, event sponsors and fellow 
filmmakers.

All guests will receive a free Official 
Great Northern Creative Expo VIP Bag.

CEREMONY
The Great Northern Creative Expo Opening
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INTRODUCED BY
Richard Albiston - Creative Producer of
The Great Northern Creative Expo

Creative Innovation Zone, 
Media Factory

17:00

4 hours

This years Gala showcase will highlight
the extraordinary talent from around the
globe included in this year’s The Great
Northern Creative Expo, with an exclusive
collection of short films handpicked by
our judging panel as the best that our
2019 Official Selection has to offer.
The running order will be revealed on 
the night. 

There is no dress code for this event, but
feel free to dress to the nines or whatever
makes you comfortable!

Propeller Hub, Media Factory

10:30am

1 hour

Invitation Only

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@UCLanPropeller

@uclanpropeller

@uclanpropeller

What even is ‘creative thinking’ anyway? Take a look at what ‘creativity’ means and
how to apply that in business. Coming up with new ideas doesn’t always have to be
inspired - sometimes it can be as simple as following these techniques.

WORKSHOP
Brilliant Business Ideas

OPENING EVENT
Gala Showcase
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DURATION
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WEB

EMAIL

INFORMATION

The Opening Night Gala in partnership with Cannon Films Ltd.
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Leigh Suite, 
Westleigh Conference Centre

5pm

2 hours

UCLanDance@uclan.ac.uk

UCLanDance are seeking partners to 
develop a new project within the context
of Social Prescribing, specifically for our
communities in Preston and Lancashire.
We want to create a project that makes 
a difference to our local healthcare 
provision, addressing the needs of our
communities and reducing current 
pressures on GP surgeries. To do this, 
we need to consult with the sector.

This consultation event will be an evening
of connecting and discussion around the
place for dance and somatic practice in
the social prescribing movement. As a
physical, creative and social art form,
dance is a tool to providing holistic care
and tackling health inequalities; working
towards a sustainable healthcare system,
to relieve current pressures on GPs and
reliance on medication. But how do we
apply this practice and research in a local
context? We will hear from practitioners
currently working with dance and 
somatic practice in the health care 
environment, alongside policy makers
and social prescribing advocates from 
our local Lancashire NHS services.

Refreshments and a light dinner will be
provided.

Please note that this is a closed event, 
by invitation only. If you would like to 
attend, please email
UCLanDance@uclan.ac.uk

CONSULTATION EVENING
UCLan Dance in Conversation… What role can
dance play in the Social Prescribing movement?

MONDAY 18 NOVEMBER
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GUEST SPEAKER Dr John D Rutter

Creative Innovation Zone, 
Media Factory (ME414)

11am

2 hours

Finding great ideas for films can be tough,
but the world of literature, especially
short form, provides a wealth of source
material just waiting to be adapted.

Trying to cram the full breadth of a 
novel into a film is an uphill battle. While
plenty have succeeded, many more
haven't because you're forced to trim
massive amounts of source material
down into something that will work in a
visual medium. Short stories are usually
far more singular and focused, they tend
to revolve around one particular theme 
or idea, which makes them far easier to 

adapt. The best part is that there's a
world of short stories out there, some 
of which are in the public domain and 
some of which come from lesser known
authors who would be more than willing
to give you the rights to adapt their
work. So, if you're hard-pressed about
what to make for your next film, 
definitely look into adapting a short story.

Join author and lecturer Dr John D Rutter
for this informative masterclass on 
adapting the short story.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@JDPRutter

TUESDAY 19 NOVEMBER

MASTERCLASS
Adapting the 
Short Story
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Propeller Hub, Media Factory

10:30am

1 hour

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@UCLanPropeller

@uclanpropeller

@uclanpropeller

A session about mind-body-spirit practice that improves one's mental and physical
health by integrating posture, movement, breathing technique, sound and focused 
intent.

WORKSHOP
How to Network Like a Pro

For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19
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TUESDAY 19 NOVEMBER
MASTERCLASS
MAKING HISTORY: LUNETUBE'S GUIDE
TO HYPERLOCAL FILMMAKING
GUEST SPEAKERS Janine Bebbington - Producer 
David Chandler - Writer/Director & Historian

Creative Innovation Zone, Media Factory

1pm

3 hours

LuneTube was created by Janine Bebbington and David Chandler in 2018
to explore the histories on North Lancashire on film.  However, they
weren’t interested in the mainstream stories – the stories which we all
know and which will still be being told in 300 years’ time – they decided
to focus on the ‘at-risk’ stories or even the completely unknown stories
which would give people a greater sense of North Lancashire.  To date
they have produced over 70 short films together.  In their workshop, they
will explain their reasons for heading off the 
beaten track in search of the extraordinary and 
how they have taken their films to the masses.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@LuneTube

@LuneTube

CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
Chinese Tea Tasting

Propeller Hub, Media Factory

2pm

1 hour

A tasting session to appreciate Chinese teas. 
You’ll get the chance to familiarise yourself with
the different types of teas, learn how they’re 
made and brewed. You’ll get the opportunity to
sample teas from varying regions, giving you the
chance to explore the diverse flavours.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@UCLan_CI

@UCLanConfuciusInstitute

FILM SCREENING
Some Kind of Love - with Writer/Director Q&A
GUEST SPEAKERS
Jack Grewar - Writer/Director
Rebecca King - Lead Actress

Soundstage, Media Factory

2pm

2 hours

An award winning feature film. A gritty northern drama. Following a 
tragedy, a young woman returns to her home town and embarks on a 
dangerous affair whilst sinking deeper into alcohol and drug addiction.

Some Kind of Love’ writer/director Jack Grewar claimed The Festival Directors Choice Award at The Unrestricted View Film 
Festival in London. Some Kind of Love was nominated in five categories at The Unrestricted View Film Festival, 2019.

Rated 
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Soundstage, Media Factory

6pm

1 hour

Three new films written by UCLan 
screenwriting students.

Anna - written by Emily Burke.
It is World War II and Anna is a British 
girl who has been attacked. Really?

The Girl - written by Stuart Harley.
In the midst of World War II, this girl is 
a dream girl.

Into the Outside - 
written by Renae Sanderson.
Need to breath, but they can’t go out.

These films were directed, produced and
created by the team of Ezekiel Thorpe,
Jennifer Dawson, Joe Vevers, Hattie Ball,
Chris Swinburne and Lauren Shacklady.

This selection is curated by UCLan lecturers
Bill McCoid and Stephen Lawson.
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NETWORKING
Working in the Creative Industries
GUEST SPEAKERS
Janine Bebbington - Gorgeous Media
Alan Livesey - Filmmaker 
Naomi Stromire - Pretty Splashy Designs

Creative Innovation Zone, 
Media Factory

16:00

3 hours

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/
propeller-networking-working-
in-the-creative-industries-tickets-
73545896757 

Setting up a business in a competitive
marketplace is a challenge at the best of
times; but the creative industries can be 
a difficult sector to make your mark.
Come along to this networking event to
meet three business people carving out a
place in the creative market, each with
their unique story and advice of making

your own creative business journey just
that little bit easier. After the speakers’
presentations there will be a panel style 
discussion where you can ask your own
questions, followed by a networking buffet.

Propeller is a complete enterprise support
programme providing skills, training,
mentoring, workspace and networking
to the students, graduate and staff at the
University of Central Lancashire (UCLan).
Our networking events are open the 
public, bringing together businesses 
from the local community, academics
from related fields and our own 
students, past and present.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@UCLanPropeller

@uclanpropeller

@uclanpropeller

SHORT FILM SHOWCASE
From Script to
Screen Showcase
Rated 
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Janine 
Bebbington 
Gorgeous Media

Alan Livesey
Filmmaker

Naomi Stromire
Pretty Splashy 
Designs
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TUESDAY 19 NOVEMBER
FEATURE DOCUMENTARY SCREENING
Not Quite Hollywood

Creative Innovation Zone, 
Media Factory

7:30pm

103 minutes

GENRE Documentary

DIRECTOR Mark Hartley

STARRING Quentin Tarantino, 
Dennis Hopper, 
Jamie Lee Curtis and James Wan.

Not Quite Hollywood is the fast and 
furious story of OZploitation, an 
eye-popping celebration of Australian cult
films of the '70s and early '80s, including
Mad Max, Road Games, The Man From
Hong Kong and cult horror Patrick. 
Exploding with adrenaline-pumping 

clips and outrageous anecdotes from a
smorgasbord of local and international
names including Quentin Tarantino 
discussing the films that inspired his hit
films Kill Bill and Death Proof.

FILM SCREENING - 50/40/30/20
Mad Max

Creative Innovation Zone, Media Factory

9:30pm

93 minutes

GENRE Action

DIRECTOR George Miller

STARRING Mel Gibson, Hugh Keays-Byrne 
and Roger Ward

Taking place in a dystopian Australia in the near 
future, Mad Max tells the story of a highway 
patrolman cruising the squalid back roads that have 
become the breeding ground of criminals foraging for
gasoline and scraps. When his wife and child meet a
grisly end at the hands of a motorcycle gang, Max sets
out across the barren wastelands in search of revenge.
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WEDNESDAY 20 NOVEMBER

CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
Creative Prayer: 
Jesus as Light of the World

ACADEMIC CONFERENCE
Insite 2019 Symposium:
How can visual practice(s)
play a critical role in the
contemporary world
HOSTED BY The Critical Lens Research Group

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS Liz Wells - 
Professor in Photographic Culture, University of Plymouth
Professor Tom Hall - Head of Social Sciences, 
Cardiff University
Professor of Photography, David Bate - 
University of Westminster

Creative Innovation Zone, Media Factory

10:00am

4 Hours and 30 Minutes

INSITE: is a one day, cross-disciplinarily symposium that will 
explore ideas of how we conceptualise contemporary spaces
and negotiate their depiction. Bringing together a range of
perspectives the event will unpack how visual practice(s) play 
a critical role in the contemporary world and identity 
frameworks and methods to consider how this can be done.
Insite is part of Critical Lens, a contemporary platform for 
critical debate in arts and the academy co-convened by 
John van Aitken and Dr Gary Bratchford.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@critical_lens

@criticallensresearch

critical-lens.org

HOSTED BY Anna Debbage

Multi-Faith Prayer Room, Oasis Centre

10:00am

45 Minutes

Invite more light into your life by reflecting on the light of
Jesus at this creative prayer session. Everyone prays in 
whatever way is right for them, and forms of prayer include
stillness, drawing, flag waving, colouring and writing.

We'll begin with an exercise to become present in our bodies
and pause partway through our prayer time to share thoughts
and the bible verse of John 8:12. This session follows a musical
soundtrack based around the theme.

Everyone is welcome, regardless of background or worldview.

Children must be accompanied throughout by a responsible
adult.

For more information, contact Anna via the email provided.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

purplemoonshine45@yahoo.com

@CreativePrayerAtOasis

For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19
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Propeller Hub, Media Factory

10:30am

1 hour

Invitation Only

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@UCLanPropeller

@uclanpropeller

@uclanpropeller

Don’t have much time to spare between assignments, socials
and sleep? Not sure how much more info you can hold in
your brain without forgetting your pin number? Come learn
some life-hacks to get over it!
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WEDNESDAY 20 NOVEMBER

FILM SCREENING
Burn Hollywood Burn

Creative Innovation Zone, Media Factory

3:00pm

86 minutes

GENRE Comedy

DIRECTOR Alan Smithee

STARRING Sylvester Stallone, Jackie Chan, 
Ryan O'Neal & Coolio

When a rookie filmmaker 
with the unfortunate 
name Alan Smithee 
realises he's an 
unwitting studio 
puppet, being forced 
to make a big budget 
action movie, he 
knows is horrible, 
he steals the master 
reels and tries to 
make a deal.

WORKSHOP
Life Hacks

CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
Healthy Aging with 
Qigong Practice

Propeller Hub, Media Factory

1pm

1 hour

A session about mind-body-spirit practice that improves one's
mental and physical health by integrating posture, movement,
breathing technique, sound and focused intent.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@UCLan_CI

@UCLanConfuciusInstitute
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PANEL DISCUSSION
Short Story Performance
& Launch
GUEST SPEAKER
Dr John D Rutter - Author and Lecturer, UCLan (chair)
Ra Page, Editor - Comma Press
Dr Zoe Lambert - Author and Lecturer, Lancaster University

Creative Innovation Zone, Media Factory

6pm

2 hours

The launch of a new collection of short stories, with talks by
the publisher and local authors.

The book, published jointly by Comma Press and UCLan, 
includes ten stories resulting from a recent short story course
at the University of Central Lancashire. Several of the authors
will read their stories live at the event.

The Editor and founder of Comma Press who also plays a key
role in the Northern Fiction Alliance of independent publishers
will talk about publishing and the short story.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

commapress.co.uk/about/
northernfictionalliance.com/about
zoelambert.org/about/

FILM SCREENING
Sometimes Always 
Never with Director Q&A
GUEST SPEAKER Carl Hunter - Director

HOSTED BY Bill McCoid

Greenbank Lecture Theatre, Greenbank Building

6pm

3 Hours

STARRING Bill Nighy

WRITER Frank Cottrell-Boyce 

DIRECTOR Carl Hunter

Sometimes Always Never is a
drama about words and loss. 
It tells the story of family with
an exceptional Scrabble 
vocabulary who cannot put
their words to use and 
communicate with each other,
and their journey to reconnect.
In life, the right words score
more than points.

This feature was released in
the summer of 2019 and has
had rave reviews.

LOCATION

TIME

DURATION

BOOKING 

TWITTER

FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

WEB

EMAIL

INFORMATION

For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19

https://twitter.com/TGNCExpo
https://www.facebook.com/TGNCExpo/
https://www.instagram.com/tgncexpo/
https://tgnce.co.uk/
https://commapress.co.uk/about/
https://zoelambert.org/about/
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FILM SCREENING - 50/40/30/20
Communion

Soundstage, Media Factory

7:30pm

105 minutes

GENRE Drama

DIRECTOR Philippe Mora

STARRING Christopher Walken, Lindsay Crouse and Frances
Sternhagen

Whitley Strieber goes with his family and some friends to his holiday
home in the forest. They experience some weird occurrences. Whitley
believes he was abducted and then faces a horrible dilemma; was it
real or am I going mad? He sees a psychiatrist who tries to use 
hypnotic regression to discover the truth.

Based on the controversial #1 New York Times non-fiction bestseller!

WEDNESDAY 20 NOVEMBER
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NETWORKING
The Film Hub Networking
HOSTED BY The Film Hub

Creative Innovation Zone, 
Media Factory

10:00am

2 Hours and 30 minutes

An informal networking event to 
introduce students and creatives to the
Faculty of Culture and the Creative 
Industries on-campus creative initiative,
The Film Hub.

The Film Hub is a network of creatives
across the North of England where 

students can engage in work experience,
seek help and advice from fellow creatives
and share ideas with like-minded people.
Refreshments provided.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

facebook.com/groups/
TheFilmHub/

THURSDAY 21 NOVEMBER

Propeller Hub, Media Factory

10:30am

1 hour

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@UCLanPropeller

@uclanpropeller

@uclanpropeller

So, what is it that you do? First impressions are important, especially if they are brief.
This is where the elevator pitch comes in. In this workshop, learn how to sell yourself 
in the space of an elevator ride and leave them wanting to know more.

WORKSHOP
Perfect Your Elevator Pitch

For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19

https://twitter.com/TGNCExpo
https://www.facebook.com/TGNCExpo/
https://www.instagram.com/tgncexpo/
https://tgnce.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TheFilmHub/
https://twitter.com/uclanpropeller
https://www.facebook.com/pg/uclanpropeller/about/
https://www.instagram.com/uclanpropeller/
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MASTERCLASS
Writing Radio Drama
GUEST SPEAKER Carole Solazzo, Scriptwriter - The Archers

ME002, Media Factory

11:00am

3 Hours

Radio is a unique medium for drama where the only limiting
factor is the writer’s imagination. But it has its own unique 
challenges.

This masterclass will be an interactive session full of practical 
advice and up-to-date invaluable insider info, covering the
ABCs of writing radio drama from initial idea through to 
broadcast.

Part One will focus on the Art and Craft:

• You’ll learn what works and what doesn’t
• How to find the best stories for radio
• How to use techniques and devices to create compelling 

characters, distinctive settings and locations, and effective 
action

• How to write successful monologue and dialogue 
• How the radio drama studio works and how to use it to 

get the best results from actors, sound engineers and spot 
FX teams

Part Two will focus on the business of being a radio drama 
writer:

• BBC Radio 4 – what commissioners are looking for
• BBC and independent drama producers and how to 

approach them
• How to format a radio drama script
• Getting commissioned

Please bring a laptop or tablet computer to this masterclass.

THURSDAY 21 NOVEMBER

WORKSHOP
Chinese Calligraphy

Propeller Hub, Media Factory

1pm

1 hour

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@UCLan_CI

@UCLanConfuciusInstitute

A session about the ancient art of 
Chinese calligraphy. It is world renowned
for its gestural movement and painterly
touch. Not only is it a functional way of
writing, but it is also considered an art
form within Asian culture. Book onto this
session and broaden your knowledge of
Chinese culture.

https://twitter.com/uclan_ci?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/UCLanConfuciusInstitute/?ref=page_internal
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WORKSHOP
Going AWOL: Starting your Creative Journey
GUEST SPEAKER
AWOL Media Productions

Creative Innovation Zone, 
Media Factory

13:30pm

90 Minutes

Are you curious about creativity? Join us
for a unique workshop delving into what
makes you creative. With special industry
guests, AWOL Media Productions, this
activity-packed session will show you
how to think differently and solve 
challenges using your own innovative
flair, distinctive to you. Whether on your
own or part of a team, you can apply
your skills and ideas to the workshop 
and everyday life.

Preston-based AWOL was founded by
UCLan Alumni Greg Goodall and Rich
Burnett seven years ago, their team of
creatives offer full-service media 
production, from strategy to 
post-production.

This workshop is facilitated by UCLan's
Creative Innovation Zone, a business
gateway to the University, enabling 
students to respond to business 
challenges with creativity and innovation.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@AWOLfilmTV

@CreativeInnovationZone

MASTERCLASS
Development to Distribution: Your Films Potential
GUEST SPEAKERS
Richard Albiston - Managing Director,
Cannon Films Ltd
Naomi Stromire - Head of Creative
Affairs, Cannon Films Ltd

Soundstage, Media Factory

2pm

1 hour

Production Executives Richard Albiston 
& Naomi Stromire speak about 
developing projects for sale and 
production, as well as what you can do
to make your project stand out in a
crowded marketplace, even on a low
budget.

Cannon Films Ltd is a is an independent
film finance, development and production
company launched in 2014. Founded by
Richard Albiston after working extensively
with acclaimed producer and Academy
Award® nominee Menahem Golan. The
company’s mission is to package and 
produce high-quality and commercial 
feature films for worldwide sale. Cannon
Films Ltd’s slate is moving forward with 
a diverse selection of projects from new
and emerging talent.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@CannonFilmsLtd

@cannonfilmsltd

@cannonfilmsltd

LOCATION
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DURATION

BOOKING 

TWITTER

FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

WEB

EMAIL
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For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19

https://twitter.com/TGNCExpo
https://www.facebook.com/TGNCExpo/
https://www.instagram.com/tgncexpo/
https://tgnce.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/creativeinnovationzone/
https://twitter.com/awolfilmtv
https://twitter.com/cannonfilmsltd?lang=en
https://en-gb.facebook.com/cannonfilmsltd/
https://www.instagram.com/cannonfilmsltd/?hl=en
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LIVE PERFORMANCE
Dan Leno: Royal Jester!

THURSDAY 21 NOVEMBER

ME002, Media Factory

2pm

2 hours

Dan Leno was a Victorian music hall comedian. A star of his day, 
Dan Leno’s comedy influenced both Charlie Chaplin and Stan Laurel.
David Slattery-Christy’s play has been a smash hit touring theatres in
the north of England. Next year the play will be performed in London’s
West End.

A section of the play will be performed to be followed by a Q and A
between the writer Director David Slattery-Christy and the lead actors
Steve Royle (BBC Radio Lancashire) and Neil Rowland.

Interviewed by Bill McCoid. David Slattery-Christy is an alumni 
of MA Scriptwriting, UCLan.
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FILM SCREENING
The Haunting of Hill House

Creative Innovation Zone, 
Media Factory (ME414)

3:15pm

1 Hour and 45 Minutes

Based on the 1959 novel by 
Shirley Jackson.

A group of strangers are invited to the 
remote Hill House under the guise of 
taking part in a study on sleep disorder,
run by mysterious Dr. Marrow. 
Unbeknownst to them, the doctor is 
actually studying fear and has chosen 
this exact location because of its history
and its reputation for evil. Little does he
realise that his subjects may bring more
with them than he expected and things
quickly spiral out of control.

This feature film was adapted, produced
and directed entirely in 9 months by the
second year students on UCLan's 
BA (Hons) Film Production course.

This film is presented by UCLan lecturers
and Executive Producers Ian Crook & 
Ed Greenberg.

SHORT FILM SHOWCASE
First Year Film Showcase

Soundstage, Media Factory 
(ME210)

3pm

2 hours

A selection of short films designed and
produced by first year students studying
BA (Hons) Film Production at UCLan.

The selection is curated by UCLan 
lecturer Mandy Langton.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@JAMUCLan

@UCLanJMP

#UCLanFilmProduction

Rated 

Rated 
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For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19

https://twitter.com/TGNCExpo
https://www.facebook.com/TGNCExpo/
https://www.instagram.com/tgncexpo/
https://tgnce.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/jamuclan?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/UCLanJMP/


DANCE LECTURE
Yesterday I didn’t want to be a Giraffe, now I do
GUEST SPEAKER
Bridget Fiske - Dance Artist

ME002, Media Factory

16:30

1 hour

An informal sharing of a new lecture 
performance in development by dance
artist Bridget Fiske.

For 20 years Bridget has been facilitating,
performing and choreographing / 
directing dance and movement. Lately
the work Bridget creates is blurring the
lines between these acts and actively
seeking for these to 
co-exist. This for Bridget has been an 
organic evolution and feels as one way 
to be creating work that is responsive to
time, people and place, including being
engaged with living experiences and 
social, cultural and political questions.

This reflection on and questioning into
practice and new work, including
methodologies relating to participation,
audience engagement and co-creation,
will be expressed through a lecture 
performance, where the sharing of 
learning and experience, witnessing and
participation occurs simultaneously. this 
is part of the current ‘They Gather: 
Development’ activity.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@BridgetFiske

@BridgetFiskeArtist

@bridget_fiske

BOOK SIGNING
Peterloo: The Graphic Novel
GUEST SPEAKERS
Paul Fitzgerald (aka Polyp) 
and Eva Schlunke

Live Literature Room, 
Livesey House

18:00

1 hour and 30 minutes

This year saw the 200th anniversary of
the Peterloo massacre, when in August
1819 a peaceful crowd of 50,000 
reformers was attacked by armed cavalry
in St Peter’s Fields, Manchester, resulting
in 18 deaths and nearly 700 injuries. 
One stand-out among the many 
commemorations was the publication of
the graphic novel, Peterloo: Witnesses 
to a Massacre, a highly-praised verbatim
account closely based on historical
sources.

In this event, illustrator Polyp and editor 
Eva Schlunke are joined by their 
co-author, UCLan historian Robert Poole,
to explain how this ground-breaking
graphic novel was put together. We will
ask: is a book, a film, or a graphic novel
the best way of conveying a big 
historical event to a wide audience?
Signed copies will be available and 
original artwork will be on view.

Polyp and Schlunke are Manchester-based
illustrators and creative artists, and 
leading members of the Peterloo 
Memorial Campaign. Polyp’s works 
include the graphic novels The 
Co-opeartive Revolution and Speechless,
a wholly visual history of the world.
Robert Poole is Professor of History at
UCLan and author of Peterloo: the 
English Uprising.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

www.peterloo.org
www.peterloomassacre.org

THURSDAY 21 NOVEMBER
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https://twitter.com/bridgetfiske?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/bridget_fiske/


CEREMONY
The Great Northern 
Creative Expo Awards
PRESENTED BY
Bill McCoid - 
Founder of Write-On Preston
Richard Albiston - 
Creative Producer of The Great Northern Creative Expo
David Wilkinson - 
Community Safety Manager at Northern 
Janet Clark - 
Community Safety Manager at Network Rail

Creative Innovation Zone, Media Factory

6:30pm

2 hours

The Great Northern Creative Expo attracts some of the 
country's leading talents and we invite you to enjoy all of the
creative brilliance along with the opportunity to share time
and space with other photographers, filmmakers, performers,
journalists, writers and creators. The winning films of the
2019 ‘Official Selection’ will be announced along with special
awards for outstanding achievements in various creative fields.
All are welcome to attend the evening, which will be a true
celebration of talent.

FILM SCREENING - 50/40/30/20
In Dreams

Soundstage, Media Factory (ME210)

7:30pm

98 minutes

GENRE Psychological Horror

DIRECTOR Neil Jordan

STARRING Annette Benning, Aidan Quinn 
and Robert Downey Jr.

A suburban housewife 
learns that she has a 
dreamworld connection 
to a serial murderer, 
and must stop him 
from killing again.
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For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19

https://twitter.com/TGNCExpo
https://www.facebook.com/TGNCExpo/
https://www.instagram.com/tgncexpo/
https://tgnce.co.uk/


FILM SCREENING - 50/40/30/20
Easy Rider

Creative Innovation Zone, 
Media Factory

7:30pm

95 minutes

GENRE Adventure Drama

DIRECTOR Dennis Hopper

STARRING Peter Fonda, 
Dennis Hopper & 
Jack Nicholson

Through the open country and
desert lands, two bikers head
from L.A to New Orleans, and
along the way, meet a man 
who bridges a counter-culture
gap they are unaware of.

FRIDAY 22 NOVEMBER
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WORKSHOP
Chinese Calligraphy

Propeller Hub, Media Factory

1pm

1 hour

A session about the ancient art of Chinese calligraphy. It is
world renowned for its gestural movement and painterly
touch. Not only is it a functional way of writing, but it is also
considered an art form within Asian culture. Book onto this
session and broaden your knowledge of Chinese culture.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@UCLan_CI

@UCLanConfuciusInstitute

Propeller Hub, Media Factory

10:30am

1 hour

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@UCLanPropeller

@uclanpropeller

@uclanpropeller

It can be a bit overwhelming 
starting up a business. 
If you’re working it out as 
you go along, it can be hard to know what to prioritise, 
right? Come to this workshop and in just two hours, you’ll 
be able to describe, analyse and design a business model 
that illustrates the value and core activities of your company.

WORKSHOP
Creating a Business Model

https://twitter.com/uclanpropeller
https://www.facebook.com/pg/uclanpropeller/about/
https://www.instagram.com/uclanpropeller/
https://twitter.com/uclan_ci?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/UCLanConfuciusInstitute/?ref=page_internal


SATURDAY 23 NOVEMBER
CONFERENCE
THE ART SCHOOL GALLERY? Can the university 
gallery function as a site of radical and 
experimental exhibitionary practice?
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Prof. Andrew Hunt (MMU)

Hanover Project, 
Hanover Building

10:00

7 hours

This symposium examines the function 
of art school galleries, and opportunities

they offer artists and curators to develop
critical and experimental projects at a
time when such opportunities appear
limited in the wider public sector.

Prof. Andrew Hunt (MMU)

Andrew Hunt is a curator and writer. 
He is currently Professor of Fine Art and 
Curating at Manchester Metropolitan
University. In 2016-17 he founded and

directed the contemporary art festival
Reading International. From 2008 to
2014 he was Director of Focal Point
Gallery in Southend-on-Sea. He has 
produced solo exhibitions with Mike 
Nelson, Elizabeth Price, Tris Vonna-
Michell, Kai Althoff, and Marc Camille
Chaimowicz. He has written for 
Artforum, Art Monthly, The Burlington
Magazine, Domus, frieze, Mousse 
Magazine, Picpus and TATE etc.
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CONFERENCE
Women in Games Careers 
GUEST SPEAKERS
Catherine Woolley - Senior Game Designer, Media Molecule
Veronica Heath - Talent Ambassador, Rare
Saija Wintersun - Senior Artist, Rebellion
Sarah Akers - VFX Artist, Lucid Games
Katie Clague - Gameplay Artist, TT Games
Naomi Robinson - Freelance Artist

Creative Innovation Zone, Media Factory (ME414)

10:00am

4 hours

A look behind the door of games design careers: developed by
the University of Central Lancashire BA (Hons) and MA Games
Design courses in collaboration with industry professionals.

When deciding on career paths, games can often be 
overshadowed by more traditional subjects, yet it is this growing

industry which has the facility to offer inspiring, creative, diverse
and rewarding careers. Within the inaugural Women in Games
Careers Conference we will be celebrating the achievements of
trail blazing women within the industry and generating a more
visible career pathway for young people wishing to become 
part of this dynamic and creative industry.

For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19

https://twitter.com/TGNCExpo
https://www.facebook.com/TGNCExpo/
https://www.instagram.com/tgncexpo/
https://tgnce.co.uk/
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EXHIBITIONS
Brilliant City  
Thursday 31 October - Saturday 16 November

CURATORS
John van Aitken - 
The Critical Lens Research Group
Adam Mead - PHOTOUCLan

PR1 Gallery, Victoria Building

9:00am

8 hours

Brilliant City showcases work by three
contemporary photographers from 
mainland China; Haohan Zheng, Cuilixin,
and Ratsberry. The result of a two-year
commission, the exhibition highlights a 
diverse range of responses from 
contemporary photographic practitioners
to the ever-expanding urban world
around them. The distinctive bodies of
work offer unique insights into the 

experiences and mutable environments
produced by these emerging city spaces
at this historic moment of urban 
transformation. The mezzanine floor of
the exhibition will also feature work from
UCLan’s New China research group, 
highlighting a diverse array of projects 
led by the researchers at the University.

The exhibition will be preceded by a 
symposium exploring issues about 
contemporary Chinese hyper-urbanisation
and the depictions of contemporary 
Chinese cities. Presentations by the 
exhibiting photographers alongside a
range of guest speakers and academics
will take place on the afternoon of 
31 October from 2.00 – 5.00 in the 
Creative Innovation Zone, Media Factory.
Refreshments provided.

Brilliant City is produced in collaboration
with Open Eye Gallery, Liverpool for 
LOOK 19 Photo Biennial. This exhibition 
is possible owing to the generous funding
of the UCLan Confucius Institute.

Holocaust Exhibitions  
Wednesday 20 November - Friday 6 December

CREATOR Yad VaShem

Livesey Exhibition Space, 
Livesey House

10:00am

5 hours

Two presentations of this terrible time in
world history. As part of 'Making You
Think' the School of Humanities and 
Social Sciences is delighted to host two
travelling exhibitions that have been 
created by Yad Vashem in Jerusalem, the
world’s foremost centre on research and
commemoration of the Holocaust.

One focuses on Jewish children who
gained comfort from toys and games at 
a time when their family lives were 

disintegrating. The other one tells the 
little-known story of how Muslims in 
Albania risked their lives to hide Jews 
during the Nazi occupation of their 
country.

Neither of these exhibitions contain 
harrowing images and both have been
used in schools. They come courtesy of
the International Christian Embassy
Jerusalem whose mission is to build
bridges between, Jewish and non-Jewish
communities around the world.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

uk.icej.org/about/uk-branch

@UCLanHSS @ICEJ_UK

@UCLanHSS @ICEJUK

https://uk.icej.org/about/uk-branch
https://twitter.com/uclanhss?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/ICEJUK/
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The Will Onda Exhibition  
Wednesday 20th November only

VB0021, Victoria Building

1pm

7 hours

A selection of historic silent films by 
Preston filmmaker Will Onda who
founded the Preston Film Service to 

import and distribute silent films to 
cinemas. The former Preston Film Service
building is not more than a stone’s throw
away from the University of Central 
Lancashire’s Victoria Building where the
films will be shown. This is a must-see
event for local historians, film enthusiasts
and for Prestonians young and old.

MA Photography 
Degree Show  
Thursday 21 November -
Wednesday 27 November

PR1 Gallery, Victoria Building

9am

8 hours

The 2019 MA Degree Show is the apex of the 
photography programme and is a culmination of 
aesthetic consideration and research informed 
practice. Addressing a cross section of themes, the
work represents a timely point of reflection for a 
host of contemporary issues.

This includes auto-ethnographic accounts of health,
community and emotional transgressions to works
that explore others; people, and communities of
practices through documentary and studio 
photography as well as co-authored, socially 
engaged methodologies.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION PREVIEW 
All are welcome to attend the preview event on
Wednesday 20 November 3pm-8pm.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

@photoUCLan

@photoUCLan
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For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19

https://twitter.com/TGNCExpo
https://www.facebook.com/TGNCExpo/
https://www.instagram.com/tgncexpo/
https://tgnce.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/photouclan?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/photouclan/?hl=en


 

Architecture
Design is the core activity of architecture at UCLan; we aim to
provoke debate, encourage diversity and develop advances in
the subject, placing particular emphasis on conservation, 
sustainability and environmental issues.

Art and Design
Embracing innovation in teaching and with enviable links with
the Arts industry, our students benefit from studio, workshops
and galleries to develop their talents into a competitive skill set
that provides a foundation for a successful career.

Fashion
At UCLan our fashion philosophy is based around creativity and
innovation. This has earned us a reputation within education
and industry for fashion design, lifestyle promotion, styling,
brand management, and textiles and surface design.

Languages
We are committed to delivering a fully integrated 

international experience for our students, so our 
programmes are all about building your knowledge

of the language, culture, history, society and
customs of the country of your chosen

language, or indeed languages. 

Law & Criminology
We have over 40 years’ experience offering a range of law 
degrees, including the highly regarded LLB (Hons) which is 
accredited by the legal professions. We have a reputation 
within the professions and industry for the impressive calibre 
of our graduates. 

Media
UCLan reflects the diversity of this exciting industry with the 
delivery of our portfolio whilst enjoying excellent links with 
industry professionals. By working on live briefs and client-based
projects, our students are able to enhance skills and credentials
to increase their employability.

Performance
Our exciting portfolio within the field of Performance are 
designed to allow our students to develop their own style and
passion. We develop raw talent and instil a creative edge that
equip our graduates with skills needed to succeed in their
career. 

Journalism
Journalism at UCLan is held in high esteem within the industry,
with some courses accredited by the National Council for the
Training of Journalists (NCTJ) and the Broadcast Journalism
Training Council (BJTC). We pride ourselves on keeping up to
date with the changes in the sector and working across the 
different mediums to hone skills in broadcast, video, film or print.

Humanities & Social Sciences
Our Humanities and Social Science portfolio is delivered with 

a blend of cutting edge subject knowledge and practical 
experience to equip our students with expert 

knowledge and transferable skills needed and
sought after in the work place. 

FACULTY PROFILE
Our vision as a Faculty is to produce creative, reflective, work-ready graduates who benefit from our
enviable links with industry and world-leading research-informed teaching with our portfolio in a 
variety of vibrant subject areas.

We are big, bold and the creative pulse of the campus, and there is a lot to see and discover.
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JESSICA DAWSON
JUNIOR DESIGNER 
AT RMS INTERNATIONAL
BA (Hons) Illustration
Graduated 2019

Jessica decided to pursue her dreams of
working in the creative industry and knew
that Illustration at UCLan would be the
course for her.

“I was working in retail after finishing 
college and was very unhappy doing so, 
I knew the only way to get into a career
that I would really enjoy was to further
my education in the field and turn my
passion into something I could do every
day. I have always been interested in the
creative arts and knew I would never be
satisfied in any type of career where I
could not be creative.”

“I could never have even imagined 
getting my current job without having
studied at UCLan. Studying here gave me
the confidence and skills I needed to turn
my passion into a career.”

Jessica’s lasting memory of UCLan was
the showcase of all her hard work at
2019 Degree Show degree show where
she was able to present her work.

“I will always remember my degree show,
I have never felt so proud of my work 
before and it was the first time I was really
happy for people to see it.”

Mandip Gill
ACTOR, DR WHO
BA (Hons) Acting
Graduated 2009

Mandip graduated in 2009, and with 
the help of her UCLan tutors, secured a
top Manchester based agent who 
immediately started to put her forward
for auditions. She cites her time at 
UCLan as being instrumental in her 
career journey. She said: “As cliché as it
sounds, I made the most amazing friends
and developed as a person away from
home. The acting course and the tutors
are the very reason I was able to join an
agent and begin professional work 
immediately.”

Reflecting on her time at UCLan, Mandip
said: “My training at UCLan secured me
my first agent and has continued to help
with auditions and work in theatre and
television. Without the wealth of 
knowledge and contacts I secured at
UCLan I would have found it incredibly
hard to make moves in this difficult 
industry.”

Ellis Lloyd Joseph 
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS,
EDUNION UK
BA (Hons) Business 
Management and Chinese
Graduated 2015

After graduating in 2015, Ellis, along 
with his business partner, went on to
open an education business, Edunion 
UK. The company works as a bridge 
between UK and Chinese education 
institutions, arranging partnership
schemes, student exchange programmes,
and CPD training. Ellis is Director of 
Operations at Edunion UK, aiming to 
develop and strengthen relations with
both UK and Chinese partners. He also
coordinates the exchange programmes
that run throughout the year.

Edunion UK is Ellis’ greatest achievement
since graduating, running a profitable
business that looks to go on and grow.
He tells us how his degree made him 
realise he could in fact open his own 
successful business. “It prepared me with
the skills needed to do business in China,
whether it being interpersonal relations,
cultural differences, language or even
business strategy, Business Management
and Chinese has it all. If it wasn’t for this
course, I would never have thought
Edunion UK could happen, without a
doubt it broadened my horizons.”

For further information: @TGNCExpo           tgnce.co.uk #TGNCE19

https://twitter.com/TGNCExpo
https://www.facebook.com/TGNCExpo/
https://www.instagram.com/tgncexpo/
https://tgnce.co.uk/
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Mark Fenning 
PARTNER, STEPHENSONS 
SOLICITORS
LLB (Hons) Law/
LLM Legal Practice
Graduated 2004/2005

Mark Fenning has gone from Law 
graduate at UCLan to a senior associate
at Stephensons Solicitors in just eight
years; and in 2016 Mark was appointed 
a Partner. “After I graduated from UCLan
in LLB (Hons) Law.

After I graduated I went to Lancashire
Law School to do the LLM Legal Practice
Course, graduating in 2005. I then got a
job at Stephensons Solicitors as graduate
paralegal and have effectively worked my
way up the ranks since then,” Mark said.

To go from a paralegal to senior associate
in less than 7 years is considered quite a
rapid rise through the ranks, and Mark
believes his time at UCLan was a massive
help in setting himself up for this rise.
There's certainly memories of the long
hours in the library in and amongst all the
old law books but the best memories are
actually of the lifelong friends that I made
and the camaraderie with the sports
teams and essentially just the grounding
in life that it gave me,” Mark said.

Mark’s advice to current and prospective
students is to make sure you work hard
whilst also making the most of the 
student lifestyle.

Caroline Oatway 
CONTENT PRODUCER, 
MANCHESTER CITY FC
BA (Hons) Sports Journalism
Graduated 2012

Coming from a family who own a 
community newspaper, Caroline always
aspired to a career in journalism.

Combining her love for the industry 
and her passion for sports, in particular
football, Caroline chose to study Sports
Journalism at the University of Central
Lancashire (UCLan) due to the high 
standard and reputation of the course.

Caroline’s greatest achievement since
graduating from the University is receiving
her permanent contract at Manchester
City Football Club where she was the first
official journalist for the Manchester City’s
Women’s Team. She also writes for the
First Men’s team, the Elite Development
Squad and the Under-18s side.

“I have many memories, it was such an
enjoyable course and every lecturer made
it fun as well as informative.”

My greatest achievement since gradation
has been Whilst I was at UCLan I was 
encouraged to get some experience in the
field. Reflecting on her time at University,
Caroline says: “I could never have
achieved my dream without the Sports
Journalism course at UCLan, particularly
without the help of the lecturers.”

Natasha Burgess
ASSISTANT MEDIA 
SCHEDULER AT BBC
BA (Hons) Film and Media
Studies graduate
Graduated 2016

Following graduation, Natasha worked 
for The Television Workshop, chaperoning
a short film at Coronation Street, and
hosting the fourth TV Workshop film 
festival at Media City.

She was then accepted onto the British
Councils Generation UK Language and 
Internship programme in Shanghai, China,
where she studied and worked at City
Weekend magazine in the marketing 
department for two months before 
securing a job as an Assistant Media
Scheduler at the BBC.

“I now work in online media, specifically
in the BBC iPlayer department but over
the past five years I have been a member
of The Television Workshop Salford Group.
This allowed me to work with ITV on 
short films each year.

“I would advise graduates to keep 
pursuing their interests and desired 
career, and to not give up. Get as much
experience as possible, interning wherever
you can, or work shadowing as it shows
your passion for the industry and allows
you to develop the skills and experience.”
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